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Special Indi Gestae Inside 
N ot Intended to be Funny 
Vol. 37 No. The University of Michigan Law School dSeptembel'-21, 1988 
Budget OK'd: Wish List to Dean 
by Keri Chenoweth 
A tired and frustrated Law School Stu-
dent Senate unanimously approveci its an-
nual budget for the 1988-1989 "Chool year last 
)ion day night. The meeting was attended by 
representatives of HLSA, the Quadrangle, 
LSSSSocial Committee, and :\LG. 
These grou?s requested a! ~ration of cuts 
made by the Executive Committee in an at-
tempt to pare down the almost $80,000 dol-
lars requested to $29,000, the amount allo-
cated by the Law School and Dean Sue Eklund 
to the Senate. The Senate concluded its final 
hearings and approved the budget after sev-
eral minor changes in the plan produced by 
the EC after approximately one and a half 
hours of debate. 
Overall, the LSSS vot~d to allocate 
$29,159.82 in total funds, holding $550.35 in 
"contingency funds". Twenty-seven student 
organizations, clinics and committees were 
awarded sums ranging from $50 to the Quad-
rangle to $7,700 to the LSSS Social Commit-
tee. 
Eight large-scale projects were awarded 
severely reduced funds or nothingatall. These 
projects were placed on a "wish list" which 
LSSS plans to present to Dean Eklund for 
additional funding. Discussion among sena-
tors indicated that these items were too large 
to fund through the Senate budgeting process 
in light of the number of demands made upon 
the limited funds Slvailable. 
"Wish list" funding was explained by 
Treasurer Sandy Perl as an attempt by Dean 
Sue Eklund to allow LSSS and student input 
into where funding directly from her office 
would go. 
These projects included (1) additional 
"speaker" funding; (2) faculty/student wine & 
cheese socials; (3) Asian-American Law Stu-
dents Association's Korematsu presentation 
(AALSA requested $2500.00, and was granted 
$500.00); (4) an additional Health Law Soci-
ety speaker; (5) Andrea Dworkin (a speaker 
requested by several "basement' groups"); (6) 
Holton Police Clinic funding; (7) Hispanic 
Law StudentAssociation's Latinos & the Legal 
Profession Symposium funding. 
Also on the Senate "wish list" is a $4,000 
loan to the Quadrangle, the Law School Year-
book. The LSSS awarded the "Quad" only 
$50, an almost 93% decrease from the 
Yearbook's request of$700. 
Another of the difficulties which occurred 
to student groups was caused by the LSSS 
practice of requiring student groups to "pri-
oritize" their requests in order to assist in 
reducing the budget. "Prioritization" consists 
Computer Research at 'M' 
By Clinton Elliott 
As two trademark names in legal re-
search, the Lexis and Westlaw systems are of 
enormous interest to both law students and 
faculty as well as to practicing attorneys. 
According to Linda Maslow, chief reference 
librarian at the Law Library, although com-
putersand theirrapidly expanding data bases 
will not soon displace tradi tiona! print sources, 
they will undoubtedly supplement and en-
hance them. 
•Computer-aided research wi!! never 
supplant print sources,~ said Maslo'"· during 
a recent interview with The Res Gestae. 
%wever, I am convinced that they are an 
important alternative source for those who 
want quick and efficient access to cer tain 
areas of the law." 
Maslow explained that the Lnw Library 
currently houses 10 computers that are re-
served for individual access to the enormous 
body of law contained within the respective 
systems. As an educational institution, Michi-
gan receives substantial access that is rela-
tively broad and amazingly inexpensive, but 
that comes with some important restrictions. 
Lexis is a product of Mead Data Control 
and Westlaw is the progeny of the ubiquitous 
West Publishing Company. 
"What we have here is a really wonderful 
system that costs us about $1,000 per month," 
said Maslow. "We have been granted educa-
tional access and that means that we are not 
charged for search time, and we can!1ot use it 
for professional purposes. 
"Lexis and Westlaw both contain federal 
statutes, regulations •.md case law, which 
means that they have federal cases of the US 
court system, the entire United States Code 
(U .S.C.) and the Code ofFederal Regulations," 
said Maslow, clearly animated by the vast 
potential of the system. 
"These two distinct systems have been 
expanded as a result of competition. Lexis 
started first back in the mid-1970s and Wes-
tlaw followed in the early 1980s," she added, 
noting that escalating competition for private 
business has led each competitor to begin 
adding state statutory sources. Currently, 
about one-half of the states are available on 
either system. 
Continued on p age FOUR 
of ranking of requests in order of importance. 
This 'requirement', although not enumer-
ated in any LSSS code or rule, was marle of 
each student group at the September 26 hear-
ings, according to LSSS members. President 
Danielle Carr stated flatly that this practice 
has occurred "ever since fve been in law 
school." 
Two or three groups did not understand 
these informal prioritization requirements. 
These groups met \vith Senate members after 
the hearings and resubmitted prioritizations 
prior the Sept~::1ber 28th Executive Commit-
tee meeting at which cuts were made. Perl 
explained that "we have the authority to allo-
cate" what the Senate feel s is important, and 
that prioritization was"our wayoftryingtobe 
as fair as possible: 
One of the student groups affected by 
these informal procedures was HLSA. Their 
"Latinos & the Legal Profession Symposium• 
was ranked a top priority by the groups' rep-
resentatives at the !\londay, September 26th 
Interview Policy 
to be Reviewed 
By Dennis Shin 
As the interview season moves into its 
second week, the Law School Student Senate 
Placement Committee is readying itself for a 
more active role than in years past. With over 
seven hundred employers scheduled to in-
vade Room 200 during the next eight Wt!eks, 
the Placement Committee, together with 
Nancy Krieger, Director of the Placement 
Office, plans to address mutual concerns. 
The Placement Committee, chaired 
by 3-L Sam Silver, intends to monitor adher-
ence by visiting firms toN ALP and Placement 
Office guidelines. The Law School has adopted 
§14.06 of the Regents' Bylaw and the 
University's Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Statement, which prohibits discrimi-
nation on the basis of "race, sex, color, reli-
gion, national origin or ancestry, age, marital 
status, handicap, or Vietnam-era veteran 
status." The Placement Office, believing that 
the ideals of the legal profession impose a 
special burden on law firms, reserves the 
right to sanction firms by limiting Law School 
facilities to only those employers who main-
tain nondiscriminatory hiring practices. 
In an effort to deter empbyer mis-
conduct, the Placement Office has prominently 
displayed complaint forms. In addition, the 
office has posted a listing of states which have 
laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis 
of sexual orientation. 
Committee chairman Sam Silver 
encourages law students to report all instances 
ofharassment or improper interviewing tech-
niques to Nancy Krieger. "One should always 
file a grievance when one questions a firm's 
policy or an interviewer's actions, as chances 
are that what's being asked may be improper." 
Silver points out that most grievances go 
unreported. "Students who ·wish to report a 
grievance but are reluctant to bring them to 
the Placement Office are encouraged to bring 
them to the attention of the LSSS office, 
addressed to the Placement Committee." 
Silver insists that the committee will main-
tain the strictest confidentiality while review-
ing and following up on complaints. Commit-
tee members will also meet on a periodic basis 
with Krieger to discuss the nature of student 
complaints filed through the Placement Cen-
ter grievance procedure, without learning the 
identities of the students filing the griev-
ances. 
The Placement Center follows up or.. 
repeated complaints of interviewer abuse by 
notifying the firm that the law school has 
experienced problems with the interviewer. 
Nancy Krieger notes, r.owever, that most 
complaints "do not involve express violations 
of placement guidelines or actions which are 
discriminatory in nature." Often complaints 
simply involve tacky interviewing techniques 
or poorly phrased questions which can be 
attributed to inexperienced or overaggressive 
interviewers. 
The complaint forms serve a dual 
;mrpose, they allow the Placement Office to 
channel negative intervie\ving experiences 
into constructive feedback, a component of 
the Placement Office's counseling services. 
Also, Silver adds, the complaints allow stu-
dents to vent some of their frustration , a 
healthy prospect given that students have to 
go on with recruiting. 
Silver notes that the Placement 
Committee also plans to work 'vith the Place-
ment Office in drawing up •specific, but far-
reaching solutions to issues as diverse as 
sanctions for employer discrimina tion, sanc-
tions for firms which conduct pre-screen in-
terviews outside oft he Law School placement 
process and firms which renegl! on offers in a 
'Continued on page FOUR 
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Seoul-ed Out 
THE GAMEs oF THE XXIV OLYMPIAD have now 
come and gone. They have fulfilled the dreams of 
many athletes and entertained many the world 
over. Yet, these desirable results are not the goal 
of the Olympics. The Games are supposed to 
serve as a vehicle for understanding between 
nations and individuals through peaceful com-
petition in the area of sports. At times, they seem 
anything but that. 
One easily sees the politicalization of r.he 
Games. Both superpowers see the event as an 
opportunity to show national virility. Both have 
recently used the Olympics as a means of punish· 
ing the other over disput~s, at the expense of the 
competit ion. In the past, Hitler tried to use the 
Olympics to show the might of his Third Reich. 
The Seoul Games boasted the largest number of 
participat ing nations, but it was still dogged by 
the absence of its northern neighbor. 
It would be a mistake to associate the medal 
counts for each country with anyth ing else but 
the individual and team accomplishments. Vari-
ous countries pour millions of dollars into their 
team's training, supplies and coaches. Regu-
larly, the contests are not a match of one individ-
ual or group against another, but two highly· 
trained, well-oiled machines. Human interest 
enters when an individual from a small country 
wins the gold, or someone who has just learned 
the event is competing with the world's best. The 
emphasis on winning certainly advances the 
motto of these past games, which roughly equates 
to higher, faster, farther, but it does so at a 
human cost. The medals reward the training 
programs established by the various nations and 
the accomplishments of individuals, nothing 
more. 
Another unsightly attribute of the modern 
games is its commercialization. Now it's a lot of 
fun to see curvaceous women dragging pitbull 
terriers around the Orient or overweight Ameri-
cans winning events they couldn't even partici-
pate in. But when the viewer gets to see only 
about four minutes worth of"action" before the 
network is hocking some other product, it wears 
thin quick. This is not even to mention what is 
the real Olympic competition: who will get to 
host the next games and get the great economic 
and publicity windfall. 
So the Olympics aren't all they are supposed 
to be. They still, however, are worthwhile. They 
give individuals standards to beat, encourage 
fi tness and foster at least a modicum of goodwill. 
Let's hope they continue in a purer spirit. But 
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A Profession's Decline 
By Jocko Knappmann 
Think back to why you wanted to go to law school. Think 
back to why you wanted to be a lawyer . Maybe the money to 
be made was appealing, but if money was all you were 
concerned about you'd be at a business school right now. No, 
there is something about the law that m~kes it noble, a worthy 
endeavor regardless of monetary compensation. Darrow, 
Holmes, Blackstone, great names all steeped in tradition. A 
moment's discourse, if you will, on the current stateofthe legal 
profession. (I'm going to talk about lawyers, realizing that 
there are other things one can do, be it professor, judge or 
whatever. However, most law students act as lawyers for a 
significant part of their Jives.) I should probably come clean 
right here and say that this subject came up in an interview 
last week, so don't go thinking I came up with this topic right 
off the top of my head. And what's more, I'm not going to 
mention Mary Houle once. Nor \viii I mention J ackie Grant, 
because she asked me not to and I wouldn't want to embarrass 
her. 
When I say profession, I have in my mind a vision of a 
rugher calling than your average, gut-level job. A ditch-digger 
has a job. She digs a ditch. She gets paid. End of relationship. 
But a lawyer should be something different. Firs t of all, he has 
a higher level of skill training, so that, at any given moment, 
only a limited number of people could do what he does. 
Obviously, this is one that lawyers satisfy. Bar requirements 
being what they are, you have to have a certain amount oflaw 
and even undergraduate study. Hey, there's even a profes-
sional ethics requirement in most states. A number of states 
even go so far as to require x number of hours of continuing 
legal education per year, wruch sounds like a really neat idea 
to me. So by and large, unless you want to argue that law 
school really doesn't do much to train lawyers, the first 
requisite of a profession is met. 
Se<:ond, professionals police themselves. This is one 
where the law, the profession you and I aspire to, fails 
miserably. Lawyers don't like to usqueal" on other lawyers. 
The way the rules are structured, they usually don't have to. 
Abuses and misuses can go on for a long time and be covered 
up or glossed over. State bar associations make only half-
hearted efforts to get rid of those who shouldn't be allowed to 
practice. Not only do you almost have to murder someone to 
get disbarred, after killing someone you have a good shot (no 
pun intended, it just came out that way) at r einstatement only 
a few years later. Tell me that this makes sense. I won't 
believe you. Okay, maybe I'm exaggerating a bit. But the 
point is that we could do better. 
Thlrd is the concept of public service. As professionals, 
with the retained right to police ourselves, comes a duty to 
serve the public good. If only this would happen more in real 
life. Unfortunately, the big legal fi rms aren't to blame. Okay, 
maybe they nre to blame in that they could probably do a lot 
more. However, the biggest non-pro bono practicer is the 
storefront divorce/slip-and-fall shyster who's too busy making 
enough to keep afloat. Free public service work is a burden to 
that kind of lawyer, a burden she feels she shouldn't have to 
bear. But I say it's a burden the profession as a whole has to 
bear. If someone else is unable to do it, the rest of us have a 
duty to pick up the slack. For too long we have relied on a hard 
core of professional martyrs to shoulder the public-service 
burden for everybody. It's just not fair. 
Another problem is the shift of a lawyer from artisan to 
businessman. Over the past ten years, lawyers have become 
ever more concerned with what is the bottom line and less 
worried about how polished the brief is or what impact their 
work will have. \\'e are quickly becoming like accountants, 
crunching numbers as to billable hours, value oflegal claims 
and office overhead. Clients are partially to blame since they 
tend to encourage that kind of thinking, but lawyers have to 
take the blame, too. 
Other problems also plague the law. Alcoholism has 
always been a lawyer-type problem (remember The Verdid 
with Paul Newman?). Another addiction that has taken hold 
is cocaine. This gets back to the policing problem I talked 
about earlier. An alcoholic lawyer goes into court, screws up, 
goes back to his office and bills the client exactly the same as 
if he'd won. The judge, the other lawyer, even the lousy bailiff 
all know that he's an alcoholic and that rus drinking caused his 
work to be less than it otherwise might have been. But they 
don' t want to do a nything. He's their friend, they see him on 
a regular basis. The result is that the addict doesn't get the 
help he needs and goes on to screw up rus next client. I know; 
I've seen it happen. 
Maybe I'm being too negative. There are reasons for hope, 
even right here in our school. I see Catherine Courtney in law 
school and I know she's going to make a fantastic lawyer (and 
look just as beautiful in the process). I see other people here 
and I hope that they don't change, because they're basically 
perfect now. But other people here--people who seem too self-
centered, materialistic or just plain nuts- worry me. A lot. 
L.A. Law may not be an accurate picture oflegal life, but the 
public knows that there's an awful lot of Errol Ferrols and 
Arnie Beckers out there,just waiting for their next chance to 
be sleazy. Lawyers come up ·with cheap ads on TV and the 
public lowers lawyer respect another notch . It's up to us to 
change. 
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Random Thoughts While Filling Space 
By Robert Goldberg 
I have a really serious problem. 
It's 9:14 Monday night, 28 hours past my own cruelly 
enforced deadline, and I still have no idea how to fill this 
gaping void I laid out on page three. (The Opinion Editor 
enJoys the luxury of exceptions to the rules.) I started two 
columns for this week, but neither one is the least bit interest-
ing or insightful. And, at the expense of arrogance, I've got a 
minimally decent reputation to uphold. 
There's another problem. All last weE>k, I invariably 
ended up talking to interviewers about my last column. Since 
fm not pretentious enough for Law Review nor desperate 
enough for Law Reform, I need to impress interviewers with 
my RG experience. I must havE> explained my idiot-liberal 
gripe half-a-dozen times; I don't think the Yalie from Kirkland 
& Ellis found it all that interesting. What \viii I do this week? 
Tell the truth, that I screw(>d around all week and ended up 
\\i:h a huge white spot on the Op/Ed page? Or lie (thus 
maintaining interviewing consJst(>ncy) and invent something 
off the top of my head? 
I've filled about a quartE>r of the space alrE>ady. So far so 
good. 
I know, let me tell you about the two columns I didn't write 
this week. One was about George Bush, a fundamentally 
pathetic jellyfish who's running the most slimy, offensive 
campaign ever. I quickly realized I wasn't saying anything 
that wasn't totally obvious. 
I then started another piecE>, collecting tidbits from vari-
ous undergraduate stuffthnt happened to be on the disk I was 
using. You can understand why the idea was destined for 
(>arly abortion. 
Let's see, let's see. I'm getting more and more desperate. 
Dissenting Opinion 
How about a recap of the week's events? The shuttle's blast-
off reminded me of where I was the day Challenger exploded 
(in the Straight- the Ithaca elite will know what I'm talking 
about). Our grandparents had Pearl Harbor, our parents had 
Kennedy's assassination and, unless something more dra-
matic comes along soon, our generation has the space-shuttle 
disaster as our "where-were-you-when" day. 
I'm halfway finished. Thank God Don Wheaton wrote a 
long, and excellent, piece (below) that swallowed up lots of 
room. 
I guess it's worth spE>nding a few moments on the Place-
ment Office. I'm gE>tting more than a little irritated at the 
constant chiding: ~clad to see you're joining us corporate 
gr~>edmongE>rs"; "It was only a matter of time"; "I think I see 
blood dripping from your lips"; "So you couldn't hold out." 
Enough already. I devotE>d my services to humanity last 
summer; now it's time to make some dough. 
I can't resist thro,vingin a word on why I'm so embarrass-
ingly unpreparE>d this week. Last Wednesday, in a fit of 
righteous (and vulgar) indignation, I quit this newspaper 
forev(>r (or four days, whichever comes first). The source of the 
dispute wns the editing/censoring (depending on whom you 
believe) of some dirty words in a quotation. I'm from the old 
school that says a quotation is a quotation is a quotation. I was 
overruled and, as a result, people spoke in dashes and brack-
ets. 
I'm reminded of an episode when MichaE>l Kinsley, the 
brilliant editor of The New Republic, quit his job because the 
publisher refused to run a controversial, but well-documented, 
story on Ted Kennedy's sexual adventures. Kinsley stormed 
out, the story ran in a rival publication and Kinsley un-
resigned several weeks later. He then wrote a column entitled 
"Yes, We Have No Bananas" in which he discussed the Ted 
Kennedy issue, replacing the dreaded S-word with the neu-
tral, and meaningless, "bananas." Resignation is a purging 
experience. 
I'm three quarters done, and I'm beginning to see the light 
at the end of the tunnel. I've just got to keep going. 
The history of resignations would make for interesting 
reading. I don't know where one- language guru William 
Satire says one should never use the word "one" - would find 
such a history. The bravest resignation I ever hear d of was 
tendered by Cyrus Vance. When Jimmy Carter's first SE>cre-
tary of State heard about the hostage-rescue operation, he 
flatly voiced his violent opposition. When the President 
decided against him, Cy handed in his resignation before the 
attempt, to be made public afterward regardless of outcome. 
Compare Vance's integrity to the squalid squirming of 
George "inside the loop" Bush. When he's lambasting the 
Duke's "inexperience," Bumbling Bush lauds his active role in 
the Reagan White House. When he's defending himself 
against the indefensible sale ofTOW missiles to the Ayatollah 
and the illegal kickback of millions to Kicaraguan hoodlums, 
Goofy George pretends he didn't know a thing about such 
scandal, even though he was present at more than a dozen 
meetings where the matter was specifically discussed. George 
Bush, you're a damn liar and, more interesting, l've heard 
from reliable D.C. rumormongers that you cheat on Old 
Barbara (which is understandable - as Jay Leno said, you've 
got to wonder about a guy who marries his mother). 
It's 10:13 and it's over; I made it. These ramblings 
managed to gobble up 16 inches of newsprint. And as demon-
strated here, you can't a! ways get what you want, but i fyou try 
sometimes, you just might find, you get what you need. 
The Case for Funding Abortions 
By Don Wheaton 
This November, Michigan voters will decide more than 
just their choices for President, U.S. Senator, U.S. Represen-
tative and a host of state and local offices. Michigan voters 
have the opportunity to categorically deny the right of poor 
women to have abortions. 
Proposal A is a ballot referendum to halt state fundi ng of 
Medicaid abortions. The proposal is trickily worded- a yes 
vote stands for cutting ofT state payments, and a no vote sta nds 
for continuing state funding of Medicaid abortions. 
For both economic and moral reasons, voters should vote 
no on Proposal A. 
The Committee to End Tax-Funded Abortions is cur-
rently running commerc:als across the state that depict well-
heeled, seemingly intelligent and concerned yuppie types 
having lunch. Naturally, the subject of tax-funded abor tions 
arises. 
One character in the ad says something to the effect that 
she is not sure whether she is in favor of abortion, but that she 
just does not think the state should be paying for it. 
This position has some allure and attractiveness, but it is 
a complete and utter fallacy. 
First, regardless of the outcome this November, the state 
will continue to fund abortions through tax-subsidized health-
insurance programs. If a woman is a state employee or 
officeholder, a legislator, a t{'acher in a public school or 
university, oris a member ofoneoftheirfamilies, she \viii still 
be permitted to charge thP co:>t of thE> abortion operation to her 
state tax-subsidized health-insurnnce program. 
A poor woman, on the other hand, not covE>rE>d by any 
health insurance, has the "choice" -if one could call it that-
ofbringing her unwanted pn•{,rnancy to term, likely adding to 
the state's welfare caselo.'ld; ofsacrificing necessities to pay for 
a safe abortion; or of visiting a side-street bloodshedder. 
Moreover, if the issue of statE> funding ofMedicaid-funded 
abortions is truly and only economic, a simple cost-benefit 
analysis from current statistic:> weighs in favor of continued 
state funding. The Detroit News reported recently that Michi-
gan spends $5.8 million annually for about 18,600 welfare 
abortions. This comes out to just over $300 per abortion. 
If each of those 18,600 abortions were term prE>gnancies, 
the state would pay, on the average, $7,070 per birth and first-
year care, through ADC payments. Thatcostis $131.5 million. 
The Committee to End Tax-Funded Abortions's commer-
cial is misleading and seductive, and belies its true goal. It is 
absurd to think that the Committee advocates Proposal A's 
passage on economic grounds only; if money were the only 
issue involved, then the Committee should be resounding in 
its opposition to Proposal A. 
Truth is, the Committee to End Tax-Funded Abortions 
just does not like abortions at all, no matter who pays for them . 
The Committee is heavilyfundedby"right-to-life"groups, and 
one of the proponents of Proposal A recently was quoted in The 
Michigan Daily as saying, "This is just the beginning. A 
constitutional amendment [against abortion] is really what 
we want." 
Like it or not, Proposal A is anything but a consti tutional 
amendment. While I respect the sincerity and conviction of 
those who declare abor tion illegal on either moral or religious 
grounds, the fact remains that a woman has a right to control 
the use of her body - including the right to elect to abort her 
pregnancy- as determined by the Supreme Court. 
Those who do not want their tax dollars to pay for 
something they consider immoral are also missing a critical 
point. Under this kind of thinking, government would cease 
to function; few issues exist over which someone will not object 
on moral grounds. 
Proposal A also has the curious distinction of not allov.ing 
state-funded abortions when the mother is a victim of rape, of 
incest or of AIDS. This is a "pro-life" stance? 
Virtually every year for the past 15 years of the Medicaid 
program, the state legislature has tried to end tax-funded 
abortions. It has been the bipartisan gubernatorial wisdom to 
veto any spending bill that declined to fund the program. 
Unfortunately. the fundi ng issue is now out of the governor's 
hands. 
I believe it is unfortunate, because a recent Detroit News 
poll showed that 53 percent of those polled want to end state 
funding of Medicaid abortions. 
It must be emphasized again and again that Proposal A 
\viii not end abortions in ~lichigan. Proposal A has absolutely 
nothing to do with the so-called preservation oflife . Abortions 
will remain legal and obtainable- by those who can afford it. 
Poor women simply cannot afford abortions. Even if they 
could find a physician to perform the procedure privately for 
S300, that kind of money is critical to provide for their 
everyday needs. Three hundred dollars means a lot more to a 
poor person than to someone who makes even $15,000 a year . 
It seems ironic, inconceivable and ludicrous that Michi-
gan, a state keenly aware of the effects of discriminntion, now 
proposes to sanction economic discrimination. That's truly 
what Proposal A is all about - discriminating once again 
between the haves and the have nots. 
I strongly believe that this kind of discrimination must 
not be perpetuated, no matter how one feels about the ethics 
and morals surrounding the highly-charged issue of abortion . 
As long as abortion remains legal in this country, we must not 
allow the categorical denial of any woman's right to have an 
abortion. 
Vote no on Proposal A this November. 
Letter to the Editor 
Back to Basics 
To the Editor: 
Cliff Moore's letter to the editor last week ("Generation of 
SWINE•) distinguished him from the National Lawyers Guild 
(~LG) and referred to this organization's members as "the Not 
Legally Gifted." He v.Tote, ~[s)ome people just can't seem to 
grasp the basics." 
ThE> legal profession defines one of these "basics~ as the 
ability to write precisely and correctly. I find it ironic that two 
of:\1oore's first four sentences in his letter are grammatically 
incorrE>ct. So, Clifff\loore, before you "leaveourfairinstitution 
and enter the legal profession [thereby) meE>ting [NLG 
members) again, in court," may I suggest The Elements of 
Style, by Strunk and White. 
~ancy Lea Paine .. 
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Computer Research Conducted at Michigan 
Con tinued from page 0:\"'E 
"Both of these sources are growing in 
terms ofhighly specialized and secondnry law 
as well," said Maslow, suggesting that an in-
creasing number of treatises were becoming 
available. Researchers interested in a par-
ticular body oflaw, such as tax research or ad-
ministrattve memoranda, arc ad'vised to in-
quire as to which syl;tem is most effective for 
their needs. 
"One of the major adva'ltages of com-
puter-aided research is tha~ it allows an indi-
vidual to do things that Yf'.J cannot do with 
print sources," said Maslow. "One is able to 
combine legal search terms and expand or 
limit the parameters of a search. For in-
stance, one could initiatt> a st>arch for every-
thing written by Chief Justice Rehnquist dur-
ing a particular time on a specific topic," said 
Maslow. 
"One can also do things more quick:y. 
However, both are full text data basesandyou 
have to search the entire text with the entire 
language of the legal opinion," said Maslow, 
maintaining that this aspect of the service 
poses some problems, especially if one ie unfa-
miliar \vith the complexities and occasional 
nuances oflegal opinions. 
"It is really a matter of understanding 
how courts write and how statutes are writ-
t~n. Both Lexis and Westlaw are sources that 
the end user (student, professor, or attorn~y) 
is supp~ed to utilize," said ~1aslow, noting 
t'~-:1t the librarian pro\ides access but dOE's 
none of the actual searching. 
"The end user is usually the one \\;th the 
most knowledge about their particular lega1 
problem. For the librarian, especially the law 
librarian who is used to locating various print 
sources, this is something fairly unusual. What 
distinguishes these methods is that the tradi-
tion of legal resenrch has been quite differ-
ent," said Ma5low 
~Howt>ver, once peopl~> learn Lexis and 
Westlaw, they feel that they can depend on it 
because it seems so easy, but peopl.: have got 
to be careful and know the limitations of the 
system. It is very important to learn the print 
sources and know ~he traditional methods of 
legal research." 
In terms of frequency of use, Maslow said 
that students were \vithout doubt the heavi-
est users of the system. Westlawis gaining in 
popularity because the company publishes 
the lion's share of the nation's Ia w books and 
t~ey have a convenient topic and key number 
system that speeds access to the mazt- ufll'gal 
terminology and opinions. 
Of the 10 computers now available, oint-
can be used for searching and tht- tenth is 1 
Zenith pt-rsonal computer. Threl' are "dedi-
cated" to user:> who want to U:>E' Lexis, wh to 
three others are "dedicatt·d" to \\'t>stlnw. Ac-
cording to Maslow, :;orne mnchines have p£>ak 
and off-peak acct-ss times On the Lt-xis sys-
tem, oPe tenninal is designated unavailabll' 
Monday through Friday from 10 am to 4:30 
pm. The other two art- a\·ailable at all times. 
For Westlaw, all thrt>e tenninals are at. 
peak usage, but Westlaw access i"> un,wail-
able from Tuesday through Thursdny from 
2:30 to 5:30 pm, a time when the C\lmpany 
believes there is heavy private use. 
Moreover, thert- is software avnilablc for 
use with the Zenith that 1s availnble at the 
~lain Service Desk on S-2. This is a facihty 
that helps t-ase restricted user access during 
the homs when some of t!-.e machines arc 
unavailable. 
"Training for use of the Lex is and Wes-
tlaw systems is done through case clubs," said 
~laslow. "Westlaw is done in the spring. 
Dun ng tht- training periods, a r epresentative 
from !'ach company comes to our campus to 
assi tin the training process. 
"Sometime in mid-October, we \\ill bees-
tab]i,..hing TPmporary Learning Centers 
ITLCs) that \\111 facilitate the instructJOna! 
prcx·bs," said :\laslow, noting that refresher 
cour,t•s are available for 2nd and 3rd year 
students. Tht•se refresher courses included 
spl'cinhzl'd data training in areas such as 
sccunti£>s, fedc·ral taxation, public utilities 
and ~nergy. 
"\\'£>really hope that people will feel 1:1 m-
fort.abl!'comingin and using the sy.>tem," said 
!\lnslow. "The reference desk has added a 
pl'r::-on.ll computer to htolp people \vith uxis 
\\'t>,..tlnw searches and search strategies. I: 
someonl' is getting inappropriate information 
or ::. not making as much progress as :1->ey 
would hke, they should just ask the librar-
. " 1nn. 
LSSS Approves Budget, Sends Appeal to Eklund 
Continued from page 01\"E 
hearings. This project was not awarded fund-
ing by the Execut1ve Committee, but instead 
added to the "wish list" to be presented to 
Dean Sue Eklund for additional support. 
Senate members were scheduled to meet 
with Dean Eklund prior to the Senate meet-
ing last Monday, but could not. Instead, 
senate members plan to meet with her on 
Wednesday to discuss funding which totals 
almost $11,000 worth of projects. 
However, HLSA representatives com-
plained, claiming that they had discussed 
funding with Dean Eklund prior to the meet-
ing, and were told that they would be awarded 
the remainder for the project. HLSA ex-
pressed the concern that Dean Eklund had 
not foreseen being saddled with the entire 
request of several thousand dollars, and that 
they were uncertain as to what her reaction 
would be. Senate response was to suggest 
that ifHLSA wished to O.K. reduction of other 
amounts funded to HLSA for the 88-89 yN1r, 
it would allot some monies to theS) mposium. 
However. as stated bv Perl. the s~nate felt 
that an award of money would instead de-
crease the amount given by Dean Eklund, and 
that putting the entire amount to the admini-
stration would result in a greater overall 
allocation. 
Another affected group present was the 
Quadranglt!. Christine Drylie, editor, re-
quested that LSSS explain why it granted 
such a small amount of the request, stating, 
"S50 probably won'teven cover the cost of your 
[the LSSS] page in the yearbook." The LSSS 
was not short of comments, but did not di-
rectly explain the factors involved in its deci-
sion on the "Quad" cuts. 
LSSS Treasurer Sandy Perl responded 
that" S50 was a short-tenn cash-flow token", 
intended to assist immediate needs. Carr 
noted that Drylie might have been "jumping 
the gun" on setting yearbook prices, suggest-
Spears, Lubersky, Bledsoe, 
Anderson, Young & Hilliard 
of Portland, Oregon 
I 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 24 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
ing that by waiting for the LSSS hudget, lh£> 
Quadrangle could have S('t the pricE' of ench 
yearbock higher U> cover tht> money denied by 1 
the Senate budget cuts. Sht- add£>d that tlw 
loan request was still to be presented to Dean 
Eklund, and that if the Dt>an wt-re unable to 
provide the loan, the Senate would do so. This 
comment caused immediate disagreement 
from other LSSS members, and the qut-stion 
of the loan was left unresolved. 
Finally, in response to the Quadrangle's 
question, LSSS Secretary Chris Adams added, 
~we do not fund organizations. We fund 
events. We have problems ... given our finan-
cial restraints. We make exceptions; you're 
unfortunately one of them." 
In other actions, the LSSS approved new 
bulletin board space allocations during last 
Mo"lday's meeting. Old bulletin boards must 
be removed Friday of this week, and new 
materials can be put up on Sunday. Organi-
zations \vill be officially notified of which 
bonrcl;; have be!'n allocated by a letter from 
the S1 nate. An additional board located on 
the spcond floor of Hutchins Hall was ap· 
proved for monthly rotation and use by all 
intereswd student organizations. IPSA, the 
Intellt•ctual Property Students Association. 
voluntl'ered to accept the first month, stating 
it would use the board to run its tradmarki 
logo competition. 
Recruitment 
Continued from page ONE 
manner inconsistent with NALP guidelines." 
Other plans include mock interviews for first-
years prior to the Spring intervie,ving season. 
Studt-nts or organizations \vith suggestions 
concerning improvements in the placement 
process may contact the Placement Commit-
tee through either the LSSS office or Commit-
tee chainnan Sam Silver's pendaflex. 
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan 
of New York, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 24 
for positions with the firm during summer and fall, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
' . . .. ... . . ~ ' ... .. "':.-.· 
KAPLAN·SMH- STANDING BY YOU 
FROM 1st YR. THROUGH YOUR BAR EXAM 
At Kaplan-SMH, we know law school is a challenge. We 
want to help you meet that challenge with SMH Law School 









By registering for a Kaplan-SMH bar review 
course in your first year of law school, you 
not only receive the lowest discounted price 
possible, you also receive SMH Law S chool 





Commercial Paper & Bank Collections 





Wills & Trusts 
Second and third year Kaplan-SMH regis-
trants are entitled to SMH Summaries ll, 
covering many law school and bar exam sub-
jects. Get a head start! 
A $50 deposit on any Kaplan-SMH bar review course secures 
all current discounts and entitles you to either volume of the SMH 
Law School Summaries. • • 
-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
(800) KAP·TESf (800) 343·9188 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
Karen Brody (13) 
Scott Hare (LI) 
Stephan Horgan (12) 
Daniella Saltz (13) 
Miriam Colon (13) 
Susan Lichter~~n (13 ) 
Kenneth Perry (LI ) 
Anita Santos (13) 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENE R 
203 E. Hoover, Ann Arbor, HI 48104 
(313) 662-3149 
' .. . . . . . . . . 
Loeb and Loeb 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Maddin, Hauser, Wartell, 
Roth, Heller & Pesses 
of Southfield, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Thursday & Friday, October 27 & 28 
Wednesday, October 26 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson 
of Washington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing ' 
interested second year students on 
Tuesday, October 25 
fo r summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Evans, Kitchel & Jenckes 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested -second year students on 
Thursday, October 27 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
Jeffer, Mangels & Butler 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 24, 1988. 
Our firm was founded in 1981 by several partners who left older, large, Cali-
fornia firms to form a smaller dynamic firm specializing in: (1) securities, (2) 
major commercial litigation, (3) business transactions and regulatory work for 
financial institutions, and ( 4) foreign investment in U.S. real estate. We have 
tripled in size in five years to approximately 60 attorneys. Current clients 
include some of the largest savings and loan associations in the country and a 
number of California's largest corporations and financial institutions. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY . 
.. ----;- -~ . - .:.- ~ - ·- - ~ ... - . --- --- - -- ..... 
Fill It To The Rim Unless You Want The A+ 
• 
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LLM Fails Substance Test 
Book Award Given to Mary Houle from Escanaba 
By Gus Bohman was unavailable for comment. 
A Canadian LL.M. candidate tested posi tive for illegal 
s-.;bstance use last week, causing the law school to strip him of 
a book award won last term. 
Mazda revoked his scholarship the next day. Canadian 
bar officials also banned Benson from practicing law in Can-
ada for life. Canadian spokesman Doug .Mackenzie said, ~we 
can't allow hosers like Benson to spoil law for honest students 
and, like, give Canada a bad name, to boot. You want a 
Molson, eh?" 
work imaginable, without resorting to banned substances. 
Don't forget, I worked in banking for several years before 
coming to law school and plan to be a tax lawyer . I can stay 
awake through anything. I just hope they star t testing 
everyone instead of just the book award winner. I think you'll 
see people begin to clean up their acts now." 
The results showed John Benson, who received his law 
=eg:ee in Toronto and has been attending on a Mazda Corpo-
:-c.::ion Scholarship, had "more than traces" in his system of 
c:d"eine, a substance banned in all competitive law school 
Examinations. The law school routinely tests a ll book award 
:nners for banned substances. 
Benson had received the only A+ in William Miller's 
_\civanced Blood Feuds class last spring. Mary Houle, an 
A::::erican, will now receive the book award. 
Miller, reached on sabbatical in Iceland where he is 
studying whether medieval ~orsemen feuded over any other 
bodily fluids, said he was "visibly upset by the news, although 
somewhat unsurprised. Benson seemed much more able to 
stay awake in my class than any other student." 
Houle, interviewed walking away from a dumpster filled 
with boxes marked ")1axwell House," said she was surprised 
by the turn of events. "'thought caffeine wasn't detectable so 
long after exams. I feel sorry for J ohn, but the good thing is 
that at least an American won the book award." 
Benson, while banned in Canada, may not be \vithout a 
legal future. Dean Menegas, a spokesman for the New York 
law firm ofSkadden, Arps, Slate, ~1eagher and Floro, said he 
had already contacted Benson about a job. ''We don't care 
whether you abuse your body or not," ~lenegas said, "as long 
as you put in the hours. I always like coffee ~ith my muffin." 
Benson had completed his course work at the law school 
.::::c! was writing his thesis on the legal position of agents in 
·:::emational amateur sports when the news broke. He left 
:..:rmediately for his original home of Jamaica, New York and 
Michigan Law Review Article Editor Creighton Meland, 
of New York, expressed outrage over Benson's action. "''d like 
to express my outrage over Benson's action," said Meland, who 
wrote the third best examination, after Benson and Houle. 
"I've trained very hard to stay awake through the most boring 
Blockbuster Trade: Kamisar To L.A. 
By Moth L. Filibuster 
The entire legal world was rockE.'d last 
eek by what is sure to be the topic of contro-
\ct'S)' for a long time. The University of 
Michigan Law School traded Henry K. Ran-
sc:n Professor of Law Yale Kamisar, along 
.U\ professors Richard Friedman and Carl 
Schneider, to U.C.L.A. Law School for the 
c-.rrrent Editor-in-Chief of the Law Review, 
:.'te#1 student in the classes ofl989, 1991 and 
:993, and a undisclosed sum of cash rumored 
:o be in the neighborhood of ten to twenty 
::::1llion dollars (Amerir.an). Commentators 
see this as a master stroke for both schools 
a."ld U.C.LA. is now expected to assert itself 
as a legal education power, reversing a slow 
~ecline that was setting in. 
Kamisar stated at a press conference that 
::.e move was his decision, and his alone. 
• .• !ichigan has been good to me, but IN's face 
_:... I've been good to Michigan. Let's not kid 
a..-ound, I..I .. .T helped make it the champion 
-~t it is. Now I need a new challenge, so off 
:c L.A Besides, think of all the money 111 get 
• ith commercial endorsements!!" 
Many seedy types were given bribes to 
report to the IG that Kamisar was not really 
go:ng to UCLA for the professional oppor tu-
city, but for love. His long-rumored roma nce 
tc Shirley Jones, of Partridge Family fame, is 
o g news in Hollywood circles since the deal 
as announced. Kamisar tried to deny the 
causal link, saying "you bastards in the press 
i..'""e responsible for all this crap. If it wasn't for 
~!iranda .... " 
Further reports indicate that the move is 
:eally motivated by Yale's desire to go Holly-
oood and start an acting career. Unreliable 
sources say a very close father-daughter rela-
to:;ship has developed be.tween Kamisar and 
--- ,... .. .. , ........ . . . 
former Partridge daughter Susan Dey. An IG 
stutTer, posing as Kamisar's son on the tele-
phone, got the real dirt from Susan. "Yale is 
the father figure I never had. He is just so 
wonderful... that is, as long as you don't talk 
about the law." Dey confirmed that Yale is 
being written into her hit series, LA Law. 
"Yale \vill be written in as an Of-Counsel, 
semi-retired a t torney who provides a gruff, 
but lovable counter-part to the Leland charac-
ter. In his first episode, he verbally tears 
Kusack's head off for views on Miranda!! I 
know he'll be great." Salary figures to be paid 
have not been announced, nor who would be 
paying whom. 
One professor (who asked not to be iden-
tified) was enthused about the deal. 
"Ahhhhhhhhhh, it's a great deal. Yale's ego 
was getting so big they had to ahhhh use the 
freight elevator to get him to his office. Sch -
neider and Friedman are just goons, always 
were, who were sent along to protect Yale in 
case someone tried to drown him in a toilet or 
ahhhhhhhhh throw bags of urine at him. I 
understand some of the money is earmarked 
for increasing the endowment of the Alene 
and Allan F. Smith professorship, which is 
ahhhh a good idea. You see the issues." 
U-M Law Dean Lee Bollinger was philo-
sophical about the move. "We needed the 
cash, and bad!!" said Bollinger. "With all the 
new carpet, walls tom out, new furniture, and 
orientation leader shirts and buttons, we just 
didn't have the budget. Yale is a great legal 
mind, perhaps the greatest, but he wanted a 
new challenge and a new fu ture out west, so 
we wanted to accommodate him and get the 
money ... er ... ensure the future of the law 
school. These future hotshots look promising, 
and we got the cash." 
Rumors running rampant in Ann Arbor, 
mostly started by the IG staff, seemed to indi-
cate Bollinger was motivated by more than 
purely patriarchial motives. Fabricated re-
ports tell of new beach houses ordered for the 
Surfer Dean on each of the Great Lakes. More 
cash is also needed to satisfy the school's grow-
ing dependency for visiting profs. The law 
school also has to retire the long-term debt 
incurred renovating the new Dean's office, 
which now boasts a state of the art tanning 
By Jimi M~ihhl(and Gus Bobma.,n . 
Dean Lee C, &1ling#: an.nounced 1ast 
approval of aJ9in.\ 9Pe-ratingAgree--
LHI .. "''"'L"-U""J bet,yeen th~ .:~1Wh~t.~n Law Re-
"Res GestluD:'gl.lf:::f:!f .. , 
isJ~_, ftl,)}H)gtpu})1ication," 
·The ''ne\\Pplarii~1r eombin·e 
. adverti~illg ·a~·rotions under 
Legal United:&rvice Tabloids 
1:\;L>v•>.J.J organization. LUST, however, w31l 
affect editorial policy. •·' ;·: · 
'"1'm sony this had tobe~Ooo,"BollingC"r 
salon built-in. Bollinger was rumored to be 
misty eyed a t a faculty meeting where the 
deal was first disclosed, but the IG faculty 
advisor, who gave this quote in exchange for 
anonymity, said, "Those were real crocodile 
tears .. .! bet he's really sorry about the deal." 
When asked about the loss of the other 
two profs, Bollinger commented, ''Well, we 
had to give them up because the other law 
schools would have ganged up on Yale if he 
Continued on p age THREE 
sru~ ~butit's theonlywayout. MLRhasnlot 
.· es that offer an incredible am~nt of Kennedy 
but nobody ~adk·the darn things. On the other hand, everybody reads tbe RG, 
hove tons ofmoney, too. It wns either this orletthe Jouma1 ofLnw Reform become 
~gml:llcarlt. · And: nooo<ly.?.t#lts,;,hat to happen." . · ···-,,, ;~,:._: 
LUST;" RG 'Eai~~ Pnu1 Cw-rootn gushed. ~ e~e tthree peopl o on tbe joint bOOi:d; 
1 get to run the .whole deaL This is the happiest day of my life~~~ The LUSTCUU' 
.,.,....,,.,_h ..... , .. ..A that editcri£tl'·c~iJtrol of MLR v.iU remrun with that publication and thnt only 
operationS wbuld actually be eontrolled by the RG. 
.nE,act,lon from tbe c~~n"peting Journal of Law Refotm was predictably hostile- "1 am 
,,,,,,,. ,..,,.,...,.rLUST in any or-its forms," said Managing Ediror Joe Girardot. "This is a dark 
. . . . . 
.:;.:;.Continued o n page THREE • . .. 
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Headline Goes 
Here Usually 
It's gone on for too long. 
For too long h ave we, the staff of the Indi 
Gestae, sat back in thoughtful contemplation of 
the world around us. For too long have we 
carefully considered the logical consequences of 
what we do an d say. For too long have we 
unprovoked slings and arrows of those who 
consider themselves morally superior and are 
not afraid to tell us so. For too long have we 
endured criticism and abuse from the Great, the 
Not-so-Great, and the Would-be-Great. For too 
long have we been scorned,mocked, and ridi· 
culed uy those who wish that we were instead 
good enough to live up to their expectations. IG 
bashing, always in vogue, has become a fad. 
Well, kiddies, we're not gonna take it. No, we 
aint gonna take it. We aint gonna take it, any· 
more. In response to the above-referenced prob· 
lem, we have recently adopted the following 
policy: 
Policy Number 13: The IG will not print 
Letters to the Editor which in any way dis· 
parage the IGor any member of its staff. Nor 
will any IG staff member listen to anyone else 
outside of the staff who complains about the 
newspaper. Anybody on the staff who com· 
plains will be fired and, h ence, not listened 
to. A nine-person committee shall patrol 
Hutchins Hall and note anyone criticizing 
the IG. Any person noted will be emasculated 
in print. 
The IG staff shall become a secret society, 
though cliquish as always, and nobody shall 
know who is on the staff. That way, nobody 
on staff has to worry about being sued. The 
identityofthe editor especially shall be known 
to no one. 
It's our toy and we aren't gonna let you play 
with it. Nab, nab, nah. 
There really is nothing noticable happenning, so we won't 
bother you with a lot of small print that you m.ay or ~ay not 
read. But feel free to read it if you must. Then agrun, why 
bother? 
The Financial Aid Office will be giving out $100 bills o~ a 
ru-st-come, [U"St-served basis. Call Paul, 763·0333 for details 
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Continued from page ONE 
day for liberal, progressive thought. I'm visi· 
bly upset.» 
MLR Editor Kevin Kennedy dismissed 
the Journal's ~.omplaints as "the whinings of a 
second-rate, left.. leaning publication that has 
no understanding of the issues involved. Hey, 
if they knew what was what, they'd be on Jaw 
review, right?" 
Kennedy also took the opportuni ty to 
emphasize the independent editorial control 
the Review would exercise. "Jocko 
Knappmann will have no influence over my 
publication," Kennedy vowed. He also men-
tioned that upcoming issues wi ll include an 
analysisoflawfirm recrui ting advertisements, 
and a new feature, Law in the Raw Review. 
He would not confirm or deny that a photo-
graphofpopularmusic singer Madonna woul d 
grace the first issue published \vith LUST. 
The two publications have been in a cir-
culation war for the last twenty years, and 
industry analysts agree that the RG is the 
clear winner. MLR traditionally has at-
tempted to appeal to the scholarly segment of 
the market with heavily researched and 
meticulously proofread articles that offered 
greatinsightintotheshapeofthelaw. Profes· 
sors and librarians, however, do not offer the 
disposable income base necessary to attract 
advertisers. 
The RG, on the other hand, runs at over 
seventy percent ad density. Sources close to 
the deal say the RG entered into the arrange-
ment primarily to get access to the MLR 
course outlines librarJ so that they could get 
good grades without working,justlike the law 
review people. MLR gains financial security 
and free pizza on publication days. 
Tom Brusstar, editor in chief of the Jour-
nal of International Legal Year book Journal, 
responded by threatening to change the name 
of his publication, again. 
Welcome to the Michigan Law class of 1991 
G ua.r<.:t nt e e d 
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Admissions Statistics 
Cotegorieso A!Jg. GPA Rug. LSRT Aug. Height 
1989ll_ll .1lli 1.2..6Jl .1lli 1988 
All Students 3.50 3.56 40 .8 41.3 5 '7 " 5 '7 " 
"The Pool " 3.40 3.42 39.8 40.0 5'7 " 5 '7 " 
RG Stoffers P* $700# 17.0' 19.8 ' 5'6 " 5 '7 " 
0 All Students refers to all students. "The Pool" consists of students who, 
after meeting a certain cutoff, are judged on non-academic criteria. An 
RG staffer is judged mainly on the number of large-denomination 
unmarked bills he or she can stuff into a plain, brown envelope, and also 
the staffer's ability to put proper postage on the envelope and address it 
correctly to Dean Stillwagon. 
*All incoming RG staff;}rS in the class of '89 managed to go through thei r 
entire college careers taking only pass/fail courses. 
#Average amount paid to college registrars for forged str aight-A 
transcripts. 
t Average of scores after third try. After that, they paid somebody else to 
take the LSAT for them. 
' 
As the st.atistics indicate, the RG staffers who somehow gel admitted to the 
law school certainly add to the diversity of the student body, if only in a 
negative sense. Also, there is a disturbing trend in the ::.tati!>tics that seems 
to suggest that the RG staff is getting progressively shorter. 
Kamisar Off To La-La Land 
Continued from Page ONE 
were left without protection. Besides, it11 
help us drop our image as a goon squad." 
The UCLA lawreviewchief,vill takeover 
his/her parallel position at Michigan. When 
eavesdropped on by the IG, new MLR staffer 
Mark Peters stated, "You mean I've been 
brown-nosing it to these jerks for three weeks 
now, promised away my entire second year on 
stupid cite-checking assignments, and now 
they're going to change the leadership???" 
Those on stafTwho pissed off the editorial 
Bar 
board are strongly in favor of tr e switch and 
volunteered to pay the ne'h EIC's airfare as a 
welcoming present. Controversy struck, how-
ever, vhen the new EIC arrived ten minutes 
past the official deadline, meaning that he can 
edit until the end of classes, but cannot par-
ticipate in post-season exams unless one of 
the managing editors flunks out or othenvise 
injures his resume. Managing Editor Steve 
Englund was seen placing a Dukakis!Bentsen 
sticker on his Bluebook, hoping the obvious 
inconsistency would get him in with the new 
EIC. 
·Mario Brothef~ Bar R~view lVIakes Sure you 
Will Pass' Your Bar. We Bribe People. 
r . Isn't that Money Well Spent? 
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William "Old Dude" 
Brennan 
Born in Newark, New Jersey, a very 
long time ago. Skipper Rehnquist is 
hoping to coax one more season out of 
this fading veteran who basically can't 
stand the thought of who'd replace 




John Paul Stevens 
He's ugly and his mother dresses him 
funny. Best grades in the history of 
Northwestern Law School, but so 
what? Other than that, he's a really 
boring person who doesn't even have a 
nickname. 
. . . 
Th e Supreme Team, as they appeared in last year's 
photo. Lewis "Ugly Lou" Powell (second from right) 
r etired last year, but nobody misses him. 
Byron R. "Whizzer'' 
White 
Only team member to bring nickname 
from a former career, Whizzer is a 
crafty veteran who probably made a 
better halfback than justice. One of 
his ears is higher than the other. 
Sandra Day "Sandy 
Baby" O'Connor 
Often indistinquishable from 
Rehnquist, especially if you only 
glance quickly. She gives the .team 
added depth in right. Very nght. 
Thurgood "Lefty" 
Marshall 
Basically an old and feeble shadow of 
his former self, Lefty is going to retire 
pretty soon. Still capable of a ci vii 
rights longball every so often, but gets 
no support from most of his 
teammates. 
Antonin "Mr. Future" 
Scalia 
Rookie of the Year his first season 
who managed to avoid the sophomore 
jinx. Has nine children and still 
found time to go to law school. 





Drives on the: Right 
Harry A. "Harry T.A." 
Blackmun 
He's older than he looks, which is 
pretty bad. At any given Washington 
D.C. party, more people know Mary 





Anthony ''Mad Tony" 
Kennedy 
Unproven talent who was given the call 
when Ginsberg and Bork flopped in try-
outs. The Court hasn't bothered to get 
a publicity photo of him yet. 
 Rosenthal and Schanfield 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday, October 26 
for positions with the firm during Summer, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Katten, Muchin 
& Zavis 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, October 25 
for summer and permanent positions. · 
Our firm consists of 244 Attorneys; 106 Partners, 
134 Associates and 4 Attorneys of Counsel. The 
firm was established in 1974 with 25lawyers and 
has grown steadily and rapidly. We are looking 
for 24 Summer Associates and 9-12 permanent 
associates. 
We will be hosting a Cocktail Party at Uno's, 
October 24th from 6-9 p.m. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Off~ee TODAY. 
Morris, Manning and Martin 
of Atlanta, Georgia 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
 Monday, October 24 
{or positions with the firm as Summer As$ociates 
and Assocates, respectively. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Brown&Wood 
of New York, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 24 
for positions with the ,Firm for the 1989 summer 
program and new associates in the fall of 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement OffiCe TODAY. 
Barger & Wolen 
of Los Angeles, CaliforJtia 
is pleased to announce that it wi!Z be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Tuesday, October 25 
for Summer 1989 positions. 
Our firm began in 1976 with nine lawyers in Los 
Angeles and have since grown to 38lawyers, 
with offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
San Diego. Our areas of concentration include 
business litigation, corporation law, insurance 
regulatory law, securities law, real estate law 
and banking law. Our clients range from For-
tune 500 companies to relatively small concerns. 
Our office has a small firm collegial atmosphere, 
yet our compensation is competitive with large 
downtown Los Angeles law firms. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. I 
~=-======::::::!, 
Perkins Coie 1 
of Seattle/Bellevue, Portland, 
and Washington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Thursday & Friday, October 27 & 28 
for positions with the firm during Summer 1989 
a.nd Fall 1989 . 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offke TODAY. 





We will be interYiewing 2nd and 3rd year law students on 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24 
The lntellcctunl Property Students 
Association announces n computer sec-
tion meeting 5 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Lawyers Club Lounge to discuss L.'lw 
School PC usc. IPSA will hold a general 
meeting 4:30p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 5 in 
the Lawyers Club Lounge. Je!lsica 
Lilman .,.,;u discuss a copyright topic to 
be announced. The final \'ersion of the 
IPSA constitution will be presented nnd 
discussed. 
the New York Legal Aid Society, Xa-
tionnl Wildlife Federation, Legal Sel'\·· 
ices of Eastern Missouri, U.S. Postal 
Service, Legal Aid & Defender Associa-
tion of Detroit, and the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency. If inter· 
ested sec Amy Flanagan in 217 Hutch-
ins Hall or the Placement Office. 
The Quadrangle Yearbook Sale: 
October 3-8, 11 am to 2 pm in front of 
Room 100. Yearbooks are a steal at $22. 
Books may only be purchased by pre-
sale. G<-t 'em while they're hot!! 
teefel. Lc,·itt & Weiss is a thri,·ing 55-attorney San Francisco law fim1. Challenging 
opportunities are available for summer and full time associates in real e tate/finance, 
litigation, and bankruptcy. 
The ACLU is sponsoring a Holton 
Police Complaint Clinic meeting Thur!l· 
day, October 6, at 7 p.m. in room 118 
HH. 
The next meeting of the U-M chap· 
ter of the ACLU is Thursday, October 
13, at 7 p.m. in room 118 HH. All 
interested students, faculty and stniT 
invited. 
The Lawyers Club will be showing 
Ryes on the Prize: America's Ciuil Rights 
Years, a six-pnrt documentary that 
traces the struggles of the civil-rights 
movement starting with Rosa Parks and 
ending with the historic signing of the 
Voting Rights Act. The series will be 
shown Thursday, Oct. 13, at 7:30p.m. in 
the Lawyers Club Lounge. The follow-
ing episodes will be shown each Thurs-
day in the lounge. 
We invite you to schedule an interview with us. If you are unable to meet \\;thus on 
campus. plea e send your resume to haron Leech. Director of Professional 
De,·elopment. Steefel. Levitt & Wei s, One Embarcadero Center, 29th Floor, 
San Francisco, CA 94111, (41 5) 788-0900. 
All students arc invited to attend 
on informal luncheon on Wednesday, 
October 12th with.rcpresentativcs from 
Boxer Gets Raw Deal 
Continued from page twelve 
Manning 17minutes playing time against the 
Soviets was inexcusable. 
FinalJy, I've heard some people criticize 
the Atlanta Hawks for conducting camps and 
playing practice games with the Soviet Union's 
Olympic team. What many people do not 
know is that due to the extensive contact with 
the Soviets, Atlanta coach Mike Fratello had 
prepared extensively detailed scouting reports 
on the Soviet players and their style of play. 
He called coach Thompson, informed him of 
his efforts, and offered to discuss them with 
Thompson at his convenience. Coach 
Thompson, once again letting his massive ego 
take over, never bothered to call back or make 
any effort to obtain the information. 
In the boxing venue alone, the Koreans 
demonstrated their inability to control and 
host an orderly and fair athletic competition. 
This should not have been surprising, 
considering their success is managing the 
affairs oftheircountry in the past year or two. 
Why was American boxer Anthony Hembrick 
disqualified from any competition because he 
showed up a couple of minutes late, when a 
defeated Korean fighter was allowed to 
childishly sit in the ring for over an hour "in 
protest" of the decision? The boxing officials 
reasoned that Hembrick could not fight 
because it would delay the entire fight 
schedule, which Lord knows is THE most 
important aspect ofthe Olympics. However, 
when faced with a similar potential delay of 
the fight schedule, boxing officials simply let 
the Korean sit there while the impending 
matches had to be rescheduled into the other 
ring. Ineptitude? Yes. Anti-American 
sentiment? Likely. A combination of the two? 
Bingo! 
How do the Korean officials explain the 
Jack of security present to assist the referee at 
the end of the well-documented fight which 
caused the Korean fighter's childish "sit-in?" 
Even if that could be rationalized, there is no 
excuse for the security officers themselves 
punching and kicking the referee when they 
should have been defusing the situation. 
The worst decisional injustice occured 
after the gold medal fight between USA's Roy 
Jones and Korean Park Si-Hun. After Jones 
landed three times as many scoring punches 
as the Korean, staggered him, and generally 
established a father-son relationship with him 
in terms of their comparative abilities and 
performance, the judges inexplicably awarded 
ParkSi-Hun the decision. Jones did everything 
but knock this guy comatose onto the judges' 
table, but apparently that's what he should 
have done to win the deserved gold medal. 
You don't suppose that the mini-riot that 
occurred just days before had anything to do 
with the judges' decision of the fight, which 
took place in front of several thousand rabid 
Koreans who had continually voiced their 
anti-American feelings throughout the 
tournament, do you? Nah! I mean, the judges 
had every right to expect competent security 
action even if the Koreans had decided to 
pummel the decision-makers if they declared 
the American the winner, didn't they? Not 
only did that cause Jones to lose his rightful 
reward resulting from years ofhard work, but 
the decision further highlighted the Koreans 
ineptitude in staging what should have been 
a relatively easy thing. All Jones wanted was 
a fair fight. The Koreans wouldn't allow him 
that decency. 
Golf Tie Befuddles Organizers 
Continued from page twelve 
ingoutdrivesofhalfthatdistance. "I don't hit 
them far, but I sure hit them high," an arro-
gant Mr. Rovine was heard to mutter. 
In the most talked about match of the 
day, Ettore's Eagles(Tony Ettore, Chris Regan, 
Brooks Gruemmer, and Jeff Gilleran) nar· 
rowly defeated Figini's Feces (Joe Figini, J im 
Eardley, Steve Olson, and the spirit of theatre 
and drama undergrad Tim "the laugh" Brink) 
in the long awaited battle for steak dinners. 
Knowir.g the hearty appetites of the victors, 
there is nota cow in the five-state area which 
is safe. 
The most average score of the day was 
turned in by West's Weasels, made up of Don 
West, Brian Easley, Kevin M.iJis, and first 
year Pam Barkin. Commenting on his team's 
incredibly mediocre performance, Weasel 
Captain West said, •rm going to kill the next 
person who makes a comment about my hair· 
cut." 
In the battle for the highest score, 
Mann's Men gave it a good swing. The team 
was led by power hi tting Jeff Mann, smooth 
swinging Pat Tolin. and master chiooer Dave 
Breuch. The Men lost the ti tle, however, as 
Justice Rovine, wearing his specially designed 
golf thongs, inexplicably managed to chip in 
from forty feet. Thus the title was won by 
Reising's Rodents; Dan Reising, Margare: 
Ricker, and Audrey Anderson. "In Audrey's 
hands it isn't so much a putter as a wand," 
annoying second year Steve Olson was heard 
to think. 
Thus the tournament is over. The flag 
has been lowered, the bells have toJled, and 
the torch has been extinguished. But the 
spirit of the tournament lives on. This spiri: 
is best exemplified in the collected works of 
Rob Goldberg who wrote in his now clasic 
Resignation Letter Number One, "Dear Paul, 
you are a @#*&$! *(&")% $#@!-% &'"i>*l 
@$#% piece of (pooh]." 
UCLA Tops RG Poll 
Continued from page ten 
I recognize that the Trojans are a very good 
tenm, I question whether they belong in the 
top four or five teams. Oregon is a good team, 
but no one really knows how good. This game 
should present the Ducks with the opportunity 
to show that they truly belong in the top-
twenty rankings. While oft-heralded 
quarterback Rodney Peete propels the men 
from Troy, overlooked quarterback Bill 
Musgrave leads the competent Oregon forces . 
My gut reaction is that USC simply has too 
much for Oregon, although the Ducks probably 
will keep it close for two or three quarters. 
Watch the swarming Southern Cal defensive 
corps, especially the backs. They could be the 
finest defensive group in the country. USC 30 
OREGON 16 
OHIO ST. AT INDIANA- The 
Buckeyes really stunk up the joint again£: 
nlinois, scoring only 12 points against one of 
the worst defenses in the country. They seem 
to be sticking to an alternating hot and cold 
schedule, and if the trend continues, they 
shouldbe readyforagoodperformanceagains: 
the Hoosiers. Indiana's Anthony Thompsor.. 
second nationally in rushing, sparks a capable 
offense. Quarterback Dave Schnell also 
provides balance with acceptable passing. 
Don't overlook the Hoosiers; with the entire 
Big· Ten sub-par this year, they could surpri-<e 
and challenge for the Rose Bowl if Michigan 
falters. You can bet coach John Cooper v.~Jl 
have the Bucks ready to play this week, bu~ 
that may not be enough against the unbeaten 
Hoosiers. Take the home field in a toss-up. 
INDIANA 21 OHIO ST. 20 
Fifteen years ago, computer, 
assisted legal research (CALR) didn't 
even exist. Today it is considered by 
law firms large and small to be vir, 
tually the single most important legal 
research skill you can learn. Essential 
to your 'Success as a student, a sum, 
mer associate, an associate, even 
a partner. 
The LEXIS® service amplifies 
. .....,. 
the power of classic research skills 
for faster and better research results. 
It is the power to win, a power you 
can master now. For initial training 
or advanced courses, talk to your law 
library staff or legal research and 
writing faculty. LEX Is' 
The power to win. 
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Big Michigan Score Proves Little 
By Ha rold Hunter 
MICHIGAN ST. AT MICHIGAN-
Isn't funny how one man can change a coach 
from being a •top-notch motivator" and a 
"great strategist" into an unimaginative bore 
in one short season? Lorenzo White has 
performed this transformation on coach 
George Perles. If George doesn't develop an 
attack soon, the same fans who clamored for 
him to stay after last season wlll be demanding 
his resignation. Michigan St. is still fairly 
good on defense, but the unproductive offense 
continually provides the opposition with good 
field position. The Spartans looked horrible 
against Iowa, but the equally inept Haw keyes 
were down to the test. Michigan expectedly 
demolished the VERYBADgers, and even ran 
up the score to boot. Tony Boles continues to 
surprise while running tough, and coupled 
with quarterback Michael Taylor and an 
improving Wolverine defense, Michigan looks 
ready for the "run for the roses," although 
with the PAC-Ten's return to excellence, those 
roses may be piled on a six-foot pile ofloose 
topsoil covering the Rose Bowl's Big-Ten entry. 
Look for the Wolves to gleefully perpetuate 
the Spartans' suffering. 
Did anyone else notice 'ol Bo running up 
the score on hapless Wisconsin Saturday? 
Midway through the fourth quarter, with the 
score 55-7, Michigan ran four straight pass 
plays against a beleaguered Badger defense 
to score that all-important final touchdown. 
Bo must r eally want to climb back up in the 
polls pretty bad. I've got news for ya', Bo. 
Breaking the 60-point plateau against 
Wisconsin doesn't impress anyone. Scoring 
55 would have done nicely. Where was this 
fourth quarter passing when the Wolverines 
curled up into their shell against Miami? 
C'mon, find a decent kicker and start beating 
Notre Dame or Miami, but don't take your 
frustrations out on a team as undermanned 
as the Badgers. If you score more points by 
simply running the ball, fi ne, no one says you 
have to stop trying. But throwing four straight 
times? Looks like a little of Miami's "class" 
wore off on our beloved coach. Hopefully, Bo 
will take a long, hot bath and scrub until it 
washes off. MlCHIGAl.'\17 MICHIGAi'l ST. 
6 
OKLAHOMA v. TEXAS-This is the 
83rd edition of this tradition-laden annual 
battle. Although recently Oklahoma has 
dominated the boys in burnt orange, the 
Sooners have been decimated by heavy attrition 
(1 was going to say graduation, but that is 
probabiy too strong a term), and currently 
play without seven key players due to injuries 
and academic ineligibility. Further, 
quarterback J amelle Holieway's knee injury 
robbed him of the a wesome speed and darting 
quickness which propelled the 
'bone in years past The 
resulting from the toughest schedule in the 
country. Auburn is a very good team, led by 
junior quarterback Reggie Slack, who is 
making everyone but the local police forget 
about Jeff Burger. This game could play a 
large part in determining the SEC 
championship, because an LSU loss will 
virtually eliminate them from conference 
championship and major bowl 
contention. Tom Hodson 
Longhorns have been short I 
on talent for several years, HUNTER'S TOP GUNS 
performed horribly against 
Florida on national 
television, which seriously 
damaged hopes for 
personal national honors. 
Although LSU looks 
pSri~aril~ due to B~ I 1_ UCLA_\\ 
w1tzer s amazmg I 2. Miami recruiting abilities in IJ----=:.:......:.:..:.:.::..:.:..:.: ___ _ __ ,\ 
Texas (25 of 27 1988 3 . USC -\ 
scholarship recruits by I 4 . Auburn \ 
Oklahoma hail from / 5 . Flonda State -~ 
Texas). Halfback Eric I 6. Notre Dame \ 
Metcalf sparks the I 7. Nebraska .\ 
'Horn offense, but I 8 . South Carolina \ 
that won'tbe enough I -, 9. West Virginia \ 
green around the gills 
and appears to be fadm' 
fast, a little Cajun 
cookin'mightbeall the 
Bayou-Bengals need 
to lasso the Sooners. I 
Oklahoma should 10. Oklahoma \ 
scoreoftenagainst I 11. Oklahoma State "\ 
to recapture their 
position among the 
gridiron's elite 
forces. Look for the 
home folks to be a weak Longhorn I 12. Clemson \ 
defense, and 'vill 1 13. Florida "\ 
s atisfactorily { 14 G · \ . eorg1a 




stimulation for average Texas I 15· Michigan 
f f 
16. Alabama ·\ 
o ense . LSU to pull 
the upset However, the I 17. Colorado \ 
best aspectof I 18. LS U \ 
this game is I 19. WyominQ \ 
o v e r 




the pure 1 20. o regon \ 
ha t r ed I 1 
each team I 21 . Arkansas 1 
22 . Houston 1 
feels for 1---------......-..,....,.,...,.,...,...,..~......,..,..,.- ----~\ AUBURN 
23 t h e I 2J. w ashmgton Stale \ 
other. I 2 4 . Indiana \ 
Br ia n J 25. Duke \ 
1m \Oil 
once 
said that the reason he chose to attend OU 
instead ofTexas is because he couldn'timagine 
wearing those god-awful puke-orange 
uniforms. Ouch! Brian also once mentioned 
that the only two things at the Universi ty of 
Texas were ... well, why don't we leave that for 
another day. Have at it, gentlemen. 
OKLAHOMA 27 TEXAS 12 
AUBURN AT LSU-LSU has dropped 
two straight games, both tough road defeats, 
and is beginning to show wear and tear 
AT PITTSBURGH-This battle 
provides a very similar situation as the LSU-
Auburn game. Pittsburgh, formerly thought 
to be a possible national contender, has now 
dropped two consecutive games and returns 
home attempting to salvage their season. 
Meanwhile, Notre Dame continues to 
dismantle relatively weak opponents since 
edging Michigan in the season opener. I'm 
still not entirely convinced Notre Dame is one 
of the best fou r or five teams in the country. 
However, the Irish know that a victory against 
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz 
of Detroit, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. 
invites interested second and third year students to 
interview with the firm on 
Wednesday, November 2. 
Please submit your interview request cards to the 
Placement Office by October 12. 
Good througb December 31, 1988 
Miami on October 15th establishes them a;
top contender for the national championsh.
In fact, that knowledge could be one oftf
most important factors in this game h<'
Lou Holtz 'viii be pounding the "one &a:nt.
a time" admonition repeatedly into histruo;.
minds during practice this week, but t
problem is that the Irish may not be lis:er.:r
The Panthers certainly possess the abil:=: 
compete with l\otre Dame if the Doc:i
arrive dreamin' of the impending clashv.:
the Canes. Once again, desperation mft
tnlent,and although talent has held thetp!
hand thus far this season, look f r ~"
Panthers to claw and scratch their My :,
second consecutive upsetofthe Fightin'ln<
UPSET SPECIAL #2 PITI'SBL1WH 
:-iOTRE DAME 18 
OKLAHOMA ST. AT COLORADO
This game could determine the Big E!
Championship. No, seriously. Really,I'r.:•
kidding (believe me, I \vish I were kidd:~
The Cowboys present a well-balanced, po:.
combination of the Mike Gundy to Hartl!
Dykes aerial show and Barry Sanc~
powerful ground game. Colorado coun:c
vvith slick QB Sal Aunese, who captains:
Buffs run-heavy attack. The OklahomaS
defense is barely average and should
susceptible to Colorado'soption and revar.:p
passing game. Colorado's defense is notm:
better, however. Both tea ms enter thisga;:
undefeated and should be sky-high witht
realization that both OklahomaandNebras
are slightly down this year. Not since 19
has anyone besides Oklahoma and l\ebras
won the conference crown outright, and
may be another 25 or 30 years before t
Sooners and Huskers are riped to be pick
again. Although this game looks eHn 
paper, two factors weigh in the Buffs fal'
First, obviously Colorado is the gracioush0>
which could be important la ter in the game&
the rarified air ofBoulder takes effect. Seco~
although this game is extremely importa!
the Cowboys travel to Lincoln one week heOC
and could be looking ahea d to the Huske!
whom they have not beaten since 196l.l.o
for Colorado to pull it out late in the game
a back-and-forth affair. COLORADO 
OKLAHOMA ST. 27 
OREGON AT USC--In my op:
the Trojans are simi Jar to N otre Dame. \\>::
Continued on page EIGHT 
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MAKE BAR/BRIYOUR CHOICE TODAY 
~ 
DECIDEWHATBAREXAMTOTAKETOMORROW 
ENROLL IN BAR/BRI by NOV . 2ND and guarantee the 
applicable discount in 43 states. 
NEXT SPRING decide what bar exam to take and your deposit 
\Vill be fully transferred to the jurisdiction of your choice. 
. 
As A BAR/BRI STUDENT : YOU MAY TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
OUR MPRE COURSE AND MULTISTATE EARLY BIRD LECTURES AND 
WE WILL KEEP YOU UP-To-DATE WITH BAR EXAM INFORMATION. 
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE now and enroll in BAR/BRI with a 
$50.00 deposit before 11/ 2 / 88. Contact your BAR/BRI rep or 
1-800-245-EXAM 
n (}5)~ 
BAR I BRI of Michigan, 26111 Evergreen, Suite 302, Southfield, MI 48076 
l 
The Nation's Leader in Bar Exam Preparation 
T 
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